
雨服生冒气嗽子病息疼天云乐烧

DO NOW: Fill in the blanks

references: Quizlet weather sets, sickness sets & 爱好 1

Weather related                                         sickness related                                      hobbies related

常



TASK 1 QUIZLET instructions –爱好 2 each section is 20%   

1. Flashcards – Go over the words and pronounce the words .

2. Write - Make sure you finish 100%

3.    Match- Make sure your time is WITHIN 30 seconds.

4.   TEST-100%



TASK 2 QUIZLET instructions –爱好 3 each section is 20%   

1. Flashcards – Go over the words and pronounce the words .

2. Write - Make sure you finish 100%

3.    Match- Make sure your time is WITHIN 30 seconds.

4.   TEST-100%



Task 3: categorize the words. You MUST write the words out.



Task 4: Write 4 sentences on your NOTE BOOK PAPER following the structures provided.

GREEN: add the appropriate time you 
spend on the hobby everyday.

RED: Choose 1 hobby in QUIZLET 
hobbies 1 or 2 or 3. Make sure 
whichever hobby you choose, you 
can do something else at the same 
time. V. N.

BLUE: add another activity you can do while 
you are doing the original one (hobby)

BROWN: add another 2 people.

YELLO: Add 2 hobbies that 
BROWN have. 

。

。

My hobby is reading books.

I read books for 1.5 hour everyday.

Sometimes, I listen to music while I listen to music.

My brother and sister both don’t like reading books, they like basketball and football.



Task 5: Translate the sentences using the structures provided.
Reference : QUIZLET 03/27 Task 5 reference

Chinese and  French, I + 都 + 
speak.

EN & ,magazines , I + 都 + 
like + read.

She like 一边 read 一边 listen to music.

He + everyday + play + 45 minutes +的+ piano. 



Task 6: Write 5 sentences using the 
structure below.
You MUST use 5 different subjects.

We are playing tennis.

We + 正在 + play tennis.

我们 正在 打网球。

Reference for possible subjects:
他
她
我的朋友
你们
我们
他们
学生们
老师们

Take a class 上课

Subject + 正在 + do something.

Subject is/am/are doing something.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Task 7: Read your task 6 senteces to Fenglaoshi (10%).


